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Straight From The Heart - October - Toggle Straight from the Heart is a song recorded by Canadian rock musician Bryan Adams. It was released in February 1983 as the lead single from his third studio album, "Straight From The Heart". The song was written by Bryan Adams and produced by Emory Gordy Jr. It reached number one on the US Billboard Hot 100, becoming Adams' first number-one hit in the country. The song also topped the charts in Canada, the UK, and several other countries.

The song's lyrics describe a heartbreak that the singer has endured and his desire to move on. The chorus, "I could start dreamin' but it never ends As long as you're gone we may as well pretend I've been dre."

The song was well-received by critics and has become a classic of the 1980s pop rock genre. Its success helped to establish Bryan Adams as a major artist in the music industry.